MEDIA RELEASE

FRAUD NOTIFICATION!!

Please be aware of an ongoing fraud. The suspects have sent by mail an unknown number of fictitious checks using the identifying information of The University Foundation at Sacramento State. The fake checks come with a letter which gives a false promise that the recipient has won an international lottery (pictured below). The scam convinces the recipient to deposit the fake check and then send payment to the “Intercontinental Lottery Management INC.” to pay the taxes on the fake lottery winnings. It is not until days later that the recipient (now victim) finds out from their bank that the check was a fake and they are out the money they sent to “Intercontinental Lottery Management INC.”

Do not cash or attempt to cash these checks and do not send any payments to this or any other lottery company without vetting them completely. You could be held liable for passing fictitious checks and you will not be able to get your money back.

This is mail fraud and each incident of mail fraud should be reported to the United States Postal Inspection Service at http://ehome.uspis.gov/fcsexternal/default.aspx.
INTERCONTINENTAL LOTTERY MANAGEMENT INC.
US OFFICE: W 105TH AVE NEW YORK, NY 10025
UK OFFICE: 7840 WALKER RD, LONDON ENGLAND
TEL: 1-647-740-3527

CLAIM NO: MW4//U3K

March 27 2013

Attention:

We're pleased to inform you that you're one of the winners in the second category of the continental general market survey draw, held on January 11 20123. We therefore acknowledged receiving from the Lottery Office entry slip attached to your name with serial number M06291Y drew the lucky winning numbers 14-50-65-83-91.

Therefore you're entitled to the sum of $300,000.00 payable to you by CERTIFIED CHECK, and will be delivered to you by our special courier company.

Enclosed is a check in the amount of $4,979.90 which has been deducted from your winnings. The purpose of this check is to enable you pay for the tax, insurance, shipping and handling on your winnings. Note: The balance of your prize winning is $295,020.10

TAX AMOUNT: $3,000.00

You're advised to call your claims' agent: FRANK EDWARDS @ 1-647-740-3527 to begin claim process on your winnings.

Thank you and congratulations.

Note: Do not act on this letter until you call and speak with your claims' agent.

PASSWORD: U3KMW4

Yours Truly,